
ZEAGLE ZENA BCD

€629,00

As the tip of the spear of Zeagle’s women’s-
specific offerings, the Zena BCD is our next-
gen BC that delivers on the dive needs of
women everywhere. Zeagle’s Personal Fit
System (PFS) allows measurements to be
customized and independently fitted so you
can dial in and maximize comfort.

“To say that I love the Zena BC is an
understatement!” says Zena owner Erin
Waggoner. “It is comfortable, FITS, and
works well… I recommend this BC to
everyone.”

SKU: QA3134000-1-1
Category: BCD - Trimvest
Tag: Zeagle

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/bcd-trimvest/trimvest-bcd-trimvest-bcd/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-tag/zeagle/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

ZEAGLE ZENA BCD

As the tip of the spear of Zeagle’s women’s-specific offerings, the Zena BCD is our next-gen BC that
delivers on the dive needs of women everywhere. Zeagle’s Personal Fit System (PFS) allows measurements
to be customized and independently fitted so you can dial in and maximize comfort.

“To say that I love the Zena BC is an understatement!” says Zena owner Erin Waggoner. “It is comfortable,
FITS, and works well… I recommend this BC to everyone.”

The Zena’s twin waist and hip band system provides a way for women to securely position the weights and
buoyancy below waist level, around the body’s center of buoyancy. Twin straps adjust to fit the waist and
hips independently, while the elastic front panels provide outstanding fit and comfort.

Plus, our patented Personal Fit System (PFS) allows for the waist size, chest size, and torso length to be
independently fitted so you can dial in and maximize comfort. And as with all of Zeagle’s top-tier BCs, the
Zena comes standard with our signature ripcord weight release system, so you can be confident and ready
for any situation. 

RIPCORD SYSTEM

When it comes to BCDS, we think safety should come first, and so should you. Because in the field-and
especially in the water-you’ve gotta be ready for anything. That’s why, since the 1970s, we’ve based our
Ripcord Weight Release System on release systems used by skydivers. The result? Weight release systems
that instantly release weights from both sides with a single pull.

PULL THE TRIGGER WITH SINGLE-POINT RELEASE

Where most scuba diving manufactures’ weight release systems require two-handed operation, Zeagle’s



one-handed operation is simple and effective-just what you need in case of an emergency.

SINGLE-POINT EMERGENCY WEIGHT RELEASE SYSTEM

Dump your weights with one hand while managing your buoyancy with the other. Or, if your dive buddy
needs to dump your weights, they need only pull from a single point.

 

SPECS

Elastic front panels with zipper closure for a comfortable, secure fit and a streamlined profile
Dual waistbands allow weights to be positioned below waist level for superior comfort and balance
Component sizing fits waist, torso length, and chest size independently
34lb/15,4kg capacity bladder
24lb/10.9kg capacity Ripcord weight system
16lb/7.3kg capacity rear mount weight system
Expandable mesh “Quick Pocket” at waist
4 Stainless Steel D-Rings
Dry Weight: 2.8kg

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

kies maat BCD XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL


